Benjamin Graves
M.st in Philosophy of Physics, St Peter’s
College: University of Oxford
•
•
•
•

Average rating of 5 stars
2+ years of tutoring experience
International Clientele
Classroom experience

“ I have a proven track record of improving my clients’ grades, as well as their all-round understanding of
mathematics and physics. I teach a range of techniques for approaching questions which leads to a deeper
conceptual comprehension as well as higher grades. Teaching maths and physics is my passion, and I thrive on the
challenge of engaging students with these subjects. I strive to build confidence through a gradual progression of
tasks for the student to complete, creating a sense of achievement as we conquer the subject and reach the
desired goal.” – Benjamin.

Subjects Taught:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maths
Further Maths
Physics
Philosophy
Study Skills
Exam Technique
Interview Technique
Application Support

Top Tip:
“Identify what the
question is asking for,
survey the information
you have been provided,
and create a plan to use
the techniques you know
to achieve the required
goal.”

Educational Background:
(Masters) M.st in Philosophy of Physics, University of Oxford
(Undergrad.) First Class in Philosophy and Physics, University of
York

Teaching Experience:
Benjamin has taught numerous exam boards and has
consistently helped students from across the globe achieve high
grades. He is a regular classroom teacher for the Oxford Royale
Academy summer school, where he developed his own
curriculum for encouraging younger students to enjoy and excel
in STEM.

Extra Information:
Benjamin mainly tutors using Skype, and has taught students
from China, Russia, the Middle East, and elsewhere. He is
happy to travel abroad to his students to deliver crash courses.
As well as a top-rated tutor, Benjamin is a blades-winning rower
for St Peter’s College, Oxford, and is currently expanding his
interests in polar sciences.
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Marking:
All Canis Major tutors offer marking at a rate of
£15 per 1000 words with a turnaround of three days
£25 per 1000 words with a turnaround of 24 hours
For equation-heavy proofreading, such as past maths papers, please discuss rates with your tutor on
a case-by-case basis.

Reviews:
*****

“Well-paced lessons have really helped me to understand difficult subjects that I didn’t understand
from school. You leave the lessons with a great understanding of what you needed help with.
Excellent teacher, excellent lessons.” – Anne-Marie, A Level Maths.
*****

“We have been delighted to find Benjamin—he is prompt, professional, very well prepared and has
excellent subject knowledge. I highly recommend him.”— Rahima, A Level Physics.
*****

“Helpful, friendly and approachable. Booked regular lessons.” — Emma, GCSE Maths.
*****

“Ben is helpful, polite, keen to target areas of weakness and is well prepared for my daughter’s
lessons.” – Caroline, A Level Maths.
*****

“Really fantastic, takes his time explaining difficult things. My son is looking forward to his next
lesson.” – Julie, A Level Physics.
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